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Courts: A Text/Reader provides the best of both worldsÃ¢â‚¬â€¢ authored text sections with

carefully selected accompanying readings that illustrate the questions and controversies legal

scholars and court researchers are investigating in the 21st century. The articles, from leading

journals in criminology and criminal justice, reflect both classic studies of the criminal court system

and state-of-the-art research, and often have a policy perspective that makes them more applied,

less theoretical, and more interesting to both undergraduate and graduate students.
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"Sociology of law focus, respected authors." (Michael Norris )"The readings were substantive AND

accessible; the Section summaries provided just the right mix of content and brevity. In sum, look

forward to using the book for the (hopefully) several years to come (assuming that you are able to

continue with future editions!) KUDOS to the two of you: you have come up with an effective format

that serves both students and faculty well!" (Bob Lane ) --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

Cassia C. Spohn is a Foundation Professor and Director of the School of Criminology and Criminal

Justice at Arizona State University. She is the author or coauthor of six books, including Policing

and Prosecuting Sexual Assault: Inside the Criminal Justice System, which was published in 2013.

Her research interests include prosecutorial and judicial decision making, the intersections of race,



ethnicity, crime and justice, and sexual assault case processing decisions. In 2013 she received

ASUÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Award for Leading Edge Research in the Social Sciences and was selected as a

Fellow of the American Society of Criminology.Craig Hemmens is a professor in the Department of

Criminal Justice and Criminology at Washington State University. He holds a JD from North

Carolina Central University School of Law and a PhD in criminal justice from Sam Houston State

University. He previously served as department head of the Department of Criminology and Criminal

Justice at Missouri State University and as chair of the Department of Criminal Justice, director of

the Paralegal Studies Program, and director of the Honors College at Boise State University.

Professor Hemmens has published 20 books and more than 100 articles on a variety of criminal

justice topics. He has served as the editor of the Journal of Criminal Justice Education.

I bought this textbook for a class at Arizona State University. It's written by a professor there that I

had for a different class. I will agree with the comment below that says the articles included are not

relevant BUT the articles are really good, interesting and an easy read and I'm glad they were

included. I was dreading reading this textbook because it was so long and had the potential to be so

dry but the writing makes it an easy read. No confusion headaches. Included with the textbook is a

study site- it gives quizzes, flash cards and semi related videos. Honestly, it's written so like...

simply? It almost feels like I'm not learning anything because there's no need to put a lot of effort

into understanding it but i think I'm actually learning a lot. I would read more textbooks written in this

style. Oh and there's lots of charts so it's not as long as you think- always a plus!
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AJ#

First class experience. Thank you!

I got this book before my class began which made me happy. It was just as described. Thank you

very much!

The text is exceptionally dull and includes research articles that are barely related to the material or

of topics so specific they're worthless to the student.
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